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Article Body:
Everyone knows that I.D. Badges are significant to the society. It is used to identify each pe

In general, the I.D. badge serves as a function to identify the ID bearer as a person who is s
ID Badges benefit the school in many ways.

1) In a learning environment like schools, universities, libraries and others, the ID badge is

* Identification ˘ because of the I.D. badge, the school management would be able to determine

* Record ˘ by setting up a rule that the I.D. badges is a standard operating procedure on regi

* Access ˘ I.D. badges could be used as admission of events, meal stubs for students and facul

* Security ˘ since the faculty and students are required to wear their I.D. badges on gate ent

* Machines ˘ if all the I. D. badges have been formatted for school purposes alone, it could b

2) In a working environment, one has to be rest assured that the workplace is a community wher

* Identification ˘ The company could be able to distinguish the people working in each departm

* Security ˘ Not only do the employees would feel safe, the company itself prevents spies from

* Integrity ˘ with these I.D badges in process, the company is reflecting professionalism thro
Since these two institutions serve as the two important root of a society, it could be proved
Plus, I.D. badges could be used more minor purposes.

I.D. badges could be used as any access control cards. As used in hotel key cards, I.D. badges
The I.D. badge could be used in election procedures wherein the needed information are placed
With many events happening in a day, I.D. badges could be used as passes for any kind of gig.

In summary, I.D. badges serve the society in many purposes. It is an information gate-way to m
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